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ABSTRACT

Swing is a typical long-short rhythmical pattern that is mostly
present in jazz music. In this article, we propose an algorithm
to automatically estimate how much a track, a frame of a track, is
swinging. We denote this by swing ratio. The algorithm we pro-
pose is based on the analysis of the auto-correlation of the onset
energy function of the audio signal and a simple set of rules. For
the purpose of the evaluation of this algorithm, we propose and
share the “GTZAN-rhythm” test-set, which is an extension of a
well-known test-set by adding annotations of the whole rhythmi-
cal structure (downbeat, beat and eight-note positions). We test our
algorithm for two tasks: detecting tracks with or without swing,
and estimating the amount of swing. Our algorithm achieves 91%
mean recall. Finally we use our annotations to study the rela-
tionship between the swing ratio and the tempo (study the com-
mon belief that swing ratio decreases linearly with the tempo)
and the musicians. How much and how to swing is never written
on scores, and is therefore something to be learned by the jazz-
students mostly by listening. Our algorithm could be useful for
jazz student who wants to learn what is swing.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Swing

Music is not always played exactly as written on the score. These
deviations from the score constitute the musician personal inter-
pretation and are precisely chosen by the musician to make music
more lively or to convey an emotion.

In this paper we focus on timing deviations. We distinguish
different types of systematic timing deviation. The rubato refers to
a rhythmic freedom, in which tempo is sped up then slowed down
to make music more expressive. It was usual in Romantic period.
The notes inégales is a performance practice of the Baroque and
Classical period in which some notes with equal durations are per-
formed with unequal durations. Finally the swing is often found in
jazz music but also other music styles as we will see in part 3. Our
work focuses on the swing estimation.

Swing is present at a specific time level. It describes the spe-
cific interaction between note durations at the eight-note level.
When swing is present, two consecutive eight-notes are played
following a long-short pattern: the first eight-note is lengthened,
while the second is shortened proportionally.

The swing ratio is defined by the ratio between the duration of
the long eight note and the short one. Common swing ratios found
in jazz music are 1:1 (no swing at all), 2:1 (triple feel), 3:1 (hard
swing). These three example are presented in Figure 1. It should
be noted that the swing ratio value is not limited to the values 2 or
3, but it can take all floating values between 1 and 3.5.

Figure 1: Different swing ratio. From left to right : 1:1 (no swing),
2:1 (triple feel), 3:1 (hard swing)

Swing ratios are not written on the score, they are implicit.
Thus, swing ratio can vary considerably between two musicians or
even inside a single music piece.

1.2. Related works

On swing. In [1], Friberg et al. study the exact duration ratio
between the long eight-note and the short one in recordings. The
author shows that the swing ratio varies linearly with the tempo. At
slow tempi, the swing ratio can reach 3.5:1. At fast tempi, it goes
down to 1:1. The authors also show that the minimum absolute
duration of the short eight-note in the long-short pattern is around
100ms. This suggests a physical limit to swing ratio, maybe due
to perceptual factors.

In [2], Honing et al. show that professional jazz drummers
have an extremely precise control over the swing ratio they want
to achieve. The authors also found no evidence that the swing ratio
scale linearly with tempo, as was suggested previously.

On swing ratio estimation. In [3], Gouyon et al. intro-
duced a swing modification tool. The swing ratio is estimated by
two methods. The first one is based on the estimation of the po-
sition of the second peak ds in the inter-onset-histogram which is
supposed to corresponds to the duration of the short eight-note.
The swing ratio is then de+ds

de−ds where de is the theoretical duration
of a non-swinging eight-note and ds is the estimated duration of
the second peak of the histogram. The second method compares
the inter-onset-histogram to several predefined histogram models
(representing different swing ratio), and choose the model that best
represent the inter-onset-histogram.

In [4], Laroche presents a joint estimation of the tempo, the
downbeat and the swing ratio. For this, he first estimates the time-
positions where the energy in a given frequency band grows quickly.
Then he exhaustively tests all the triplet (tempo, downbeat time,
swing ratio) and keeps the one that have the best likelihood.

1.3. Paper overview and organization

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for estimating the
swing ratio of a track (part 2). We then evaluate its performance
for a task of finding music tracks with/without swing. For this, we
present the test-set we created for the purpose of swing detection
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Figure 2: Auto-correlation function for [Left] a signal without swing (’disco.00020.wav’, first frame), [Right] a signal with swing
(’jazz.00099.wav’, first frame). The auto-correlation of the onset-energy-function (OEF) of the signal is the green thin line. The dot-
ted vertical line (around 0.2 s.) corresponds to the theoretical duration of an eight-note. The thick blue line corresponds to the fitting of
the peak of a non-swinging eight-note. The two red dotted lines correspond to the fitting of the peaks of the swing pattern (short and long
eight-note).

(part 3). We present our experiments and discuss their results in
part 4.

2. SWING RATIO COMPUTATION

To estimate the swing ratio, we first compute an onset-energy-
function1 OEF (part 2.1). The auto-correlation function of the
OEF allows highlighting the various metrical level of a rhythm
pattern therefore the specific irregularities of the eight-note due to
the swing (part 2.2). From the positions of the peaks in the auto-
correlation function we then estimate the swing ratio (part 2.3).

2.1. Signal pre-processing

We calculate the onset-energy function o(t) using the method pro-
posed by Ellis [5]2.

o(t) is then analyzed using a frame-analysis with a window
length of 16s3, and a hop-size of 1s4. For each frame, we then

1A onset-energy-function is a function taking high values when an on-
set is present and low values otherwise.

2The OEF is computed as follow: first, the audio is resampled to 8kHz,
then the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) magnitude (spectrogram) us-
ing 32 ms windows and 4 ms step between frames is computed. Then it
is converted to 40 Mel bands. The Mel spectrogram is converted to dB,
and the first-order difference along time is calculated in each band. Neg-
ative values are set to zero (half-wave rec-tification), then the remaining,
positive differences are summed across all frequency bands. This signal is
passed through a high-pass filter with a cutoff around 0.4 Hz to make it lo-
cally zero-mean, and smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian enveloppe
about 20 ms wide.

3A long window is required because there is not always a swinging
eight-note around each beat. For some tracks, the swing information can
be very sparse. Thus it is necessary to have a long window.

4A 1s hop-size was arbitrarily chosen. Taking a smaller hop-size
wouldn’t make sense considering that there are, at most, 4 beats per 1 sec-
ond in our database.

compute the normalized (at lag zero) auto-correlation of o(t):

r(τ) =
1

r(0)

∑
o(t)o(t− τ) (1)

2.2. Auto-correlation

The auto-correlation function of o(t) allows highlighting the vari-
ous metrical level of a rhythm pattern. Therefore it highlights the
specific irregularities of the eight-note due to the swing. We illus-
trate this in Figure 2. The two panels illustrate the auto-correlation
function for a signal without and with swing.

In a signal without swing (Figure 2 [Left]), there is one peak
representing the tactus (the duration of a quarter-note) at 0.40s
and one representing the duration of the eight-note at 0.20s. For
a signal with swing (Figure 2 [Right]), the peak representing the
quarter-note is still present at 0.45s, but the peak representing the
duration of the eight-note is split into two peaks : one for the du-
ration of the short eight-note at 0.15s and one for the duration of
the long eight-note at 0.30s.

The goal of swing detection is to distinghish both cases.

2.3. Peak finding

2.3.1. Eight-note duration estimation

In order to distinguish the two cases we need to know the theo-
retical position of the eight-note without swing. This position is
derived from an estimation of the tempo (the tactus-level). For
this we use the joint estimation of beat, downbeat and tempo al-
gorithm of Peeters et al. [6]. The tempo value is hypothesised to
be constant over the whole track duration. If we denote by T the
estimated tempo in bpm (beat per minute), the theoretical duration
(in second) of the eight-note de is then computed as de = 1

2
60
T

(half of the duration in second of a quarter-note : 60
T

).
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Table 1: Distribution into swing, noSwing and ternary of the proposed GTZAN-rhythm test-set.

blues classical country disco hip-hop jazz metal pop reggae rock Total
# Track with swing 44 1 15 0 0 45 0 0 25 6 136
# Track with noSwing 52 92 80 98 100 54 94 99 74 92 835
# Track with ternary 4 7 5 2 0 1 6 1 1 2 29

2.3.2. Eight-note detection in the auto-correlation

The values of the eight-note duration can be derived from the peak
positions in the auto-correlation function of OEF. We also use the
height of the peaks and the width of the corresponding lobes to
have information on the reliability of these peaks. Because peak
finding algorithms (such as finding local maxima) do not lead to
good results (since the auto-correlation is often noisy), we propose
to use a peak fitting algorithm [7, 8]. In this a predefined shape
is fitted locally to a signal. This shape is defined by a Gaussian
function (this leads to better results than the use of a 2nd order
polynomial function).

In the absence of swing a peak must be present at de, in the
presence of swing this peak is split in two peaks in the two intervals[
de
2
, de
]

and
[
de,

3de
2

]
respectively. We therefore looks for peaks

in these three intervals.

• The first interval
[
de
2
, de
]5 corresponds to the short eight-

note.

• The second interval
[
de,

3de
2

]
corresponds to the long eight-

note.

• The third interval de ± de
2

correspond to a non-swinging
eight-note (this interval is here only for illustration purpose,
it is not used by our algorithm).

In order to estimate the peak within each interval, we use a non-
linear least squares algorithm to fit a Gaussian function. Thus we
get 3 parameters for each peak: the amplitude A, the standard de-
viation σ and the mean µ (µ defines the estimated peak position).
The parameters of the short and the long eight-notes are denoted
As, σs, µs and Al, σl, µl respectively.

2.3.3. Swing detection

Given the 6 parameters described above, we propose the following
set of rules to decide if there is swing or not. The Gaussian func-
tions representing the short and the long eight-notes must comply
with the following rules:

• positive amplitudes As > 0, Al > 0

• small widths σs < de
4

, σl < de
4

• positions in the right interval de
2
< µs < de and de <

µl <
3de
2

If all the conditions are met, the frame is classified as swing.
Illustrations: Swing detection is illustrated in Figure 2. On

both figures, we show the auto-correlation of the OEF of the signal
(green thin line). The theoretical duration of the eight-note de is
given by the vertical dotted line. We also show the 3 peaks that

5The search ranges imply that the swing ratio is comprised between 1
and 3.

were fitted as previously described: the thick blue line is the Gaus-
sian fit for the non-swinging eight-note, and the two red dashed
lines correspond to the fit of the short and the long eight-note of
the swing pattern. Given the parameters of these fitted Gaussian
functions and using the proposed rules described above, our algo-
rithm decide that there is no swing on the Left panel of Figure 2
while there is swing on the Right panel.

2.3.4. Swing ratio estimation

For each frame classified as swing, its swing ratio sr is finally
computed as sr = µl

µs
.

Illustrations: For the previous example (Figure 2 [Right]),
the swing ratio would be sr = 0.28

0.16
= 1.75.

3. THE GTZAN-RHYTHM TEST-SET

There is currently no test-set on which the swing ratio is anno-
tated. It is therefore difficult to compare numerically our results to
previous works.

We therefore created our own test-set by extending the widely
used GTZAN test-set for music genre6. While there exist contro-
versies related to the use of the GTZAN test-set for music genre
classification[9], its audio content is however represensative of real
commercial music of various music genre. Also, this test-set has a
good balancing between tracks with swing (blues and jazz music)
and without swing.

Annotations: Each track of the test-set has been annotated
into downbeat, beat/tactus (quarter-note) and eight-note positions7.
In order to take into account tempo or rhythm pattern variations
(the swing ratio is never constant over time) the annotation is per-
formed over the whole duration of each track. A time region is
said to contain swing if the eight-note positions are not exactly at
the middle between the two adjacent quarter-notes.

The distribution into swing, non-swing and ternary is shown
in Table 1. As can been seen, most of the swinging tracks are jazz
(45 tracks) or blues (44 tracks). Swing is also present in country
(15 tracks), reggae (25 tracks) and rock (6 tracks). The classical
track classified as swing has a "march" rhythm. In total the test-
set contains 136 swinging tracks, 835 non-swinging tracks and 29
ternary tracks.

4. EVALUATION

We evaluate our proposed algorithm for two tasks.

6The GTZAN test-set is made of 1000 audio excerpts of 30 s. duration
evenly distributed in 10 music genres (blues, classical, country, disco, jazz,
hip-hop, metal, pop, reggae, rock).

7We only annotated the eight-note position when swing exist or in case
of ternary rhythm
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Table 2: Results of swing detection. Each column represents the results on a subset of the GTZAN-rhythm test-set. For this, each genre
is subdivided into frames with swing and without. For each subset, we indicate its number of frames (# frame), the percentage of correct
recognition of the automatic tempo estimation (Tempo-Estimation) and the two recalls for the classes swing and noSwing obtained using
our algorithm (Exp-estimatedTempo and Exp-annotatedTempo).

blues classical country disco hiphop
swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing

# Frame 686 714 92 1308 294 1106 28 1372 0 1400
Tempo-Estimation (%) 63 74 41 63 61 72 100 96 0 97
Exp-estimatedTempo (recall %) 63.8 93.6 57.6 99.6 52.7 98.7 100 99.3 0 100
Exp-annotatedTempo (recall %) 95.3 94.1 92.4 99.6 84.4 97.6 100 99.3 0 100

jazz metal pop reggae rock
swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing

# Frame 630 770 84 1316 14 1386 364 1036 112 1288
Tempo-Estimation (%) 37 56 83 64 100 87 57 75 62 84
Exp-estimatedTempo (recall %) 23.8 96.4 61.9 99.8 100.0 100 54.4 91.4 48.2 98.2
Exp-annotatedTempo (recall %) 60.2 97.4 76.2 99.1 100.0 99.6 93.4 95.3 83.0 99.1

In part 4.1, we test the ability of our algorithm (part 2.3.3) to
correctly detect the tracks with swing and the ones without. Con-
sidering that the swing presence can vary over time, this is per-
formed on a frame basis.

In part 4.2, we use our swing ratio annotation (part 2.3.4) for
two experiments. First we test the commonly accepted belief that
the swing factor decrease linearly with the tempo. Then, we test if
the swing factor can be used to recognize the musicians.

4.1. Swing detection

4.1.1. Exp-estimatedTempo

The algorithm we proposed in part 2.3.3 allows deciding if a frame
of a given track has swing or not. We test our algorithm on each
frame of each track of the GTZAN-rhythm test-set. Because, the
method proposed in 2.3.3 uses a 16 s. window (for the compu-
tation of the auto-correlation), we compare our estimation to the
corresponding local annotation. The corresponding local annota-
tion is computed as follow: a 16-sec frame is said to be swing if it
contains at least a single swing annotation.

In our experiment we assimilated ternary frames to swinging
frames. This is because our method can not distinguish a ternary
frame from a swinging jazz frame with the ’triple feel’ (swing ratio
of 2:1).

Results: The results are presented in Table 2. The first, sec-
ond and third rows indicate the frame repartition in genre and in
swing/noSwing classes. For example, we see that there are much
more swinging frames in jazz (630) and blues (686) than in hip-
hop (0) or pop (12). The results of Exp-estimatedTempo are pre-
sented in terms of Recall8 for each class (in %).

As one can see, the Recall for the noSwing classes are all very
good (from 91.4% to 100%). In the opposite, the Recall for swing
is not that good and strongly depends on the genre: in jazz, it is
only 23.8%, in rock is is 48.2%, country 52.7% and reggae 54.4%.
It is slightly better for blues (63.8%), classical (57.6%) and metal
(61.9%). The Recall is perfect for disco and pop. However the

8The recall is the number of items detected for a class divided by the
total number of annotated item for that class.

number of swing frames to be detected is very small for these two
classes.

The summary of the results over the genres is indicated in Ta-
ble 3. The noSwing Recall is very high (98%) which means that
almost all noSwing frames have been correctly detected. While
the swing Recall is low (49.5%) the swing Precision is rather high
(84%) which means that in most cases when a frame have been
detected as swing it is indeed annotated as swing.

Table 3: Confusion matrix for the estimation of the classes
noSwing and swing for Exp-estimatedTempo.

Annotated / Detected noSwing Swing Recall
noSwing 11479 217 98.14%
Swing 1162 1142 49.57%
Precision 90.91% 84.03%

4.1.2. Tempo-Estimation

Since our swing detection algorithm relies on a previous tempo
estimation (the one provided by the algorithm of [6]), we test if
the bad results obtained for the swing detection (low Recall) are
due to wrong tempo estimations. For this, we compare the tempo
estimation Te to our manually annotated tempo Ta. An estimation
is said to be correct if |Ta−Te|

|Te| < 4%.
Results: The detailed results are presented in Table 2. The

lowest results are obtained for genre for which tempo variation
or timing can be large (rubato in classical music, expressive mu-
sic timings in jazz). Highest results are obtained for genre with a
steady tempo (hip-hop, pop and disco). Our tempo estimation is
based on the assumption that the tempo is constant over a track, so
tracks with a lot of tempo changes are poorly classified.

Overall, 75.1% of the tracks have their tempo correctly esti-
mated. This value falls down to 56.4% if we consider only the
tracks that have swing. This can explain the bad results obtained
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for the swing detection (Recall=49.5%) but the good results for the
noSwing detection (98%).

4.1.3. Exp-annotatedTempo

Because of this, we redid the swing detection evaluation using
manually annotated tempo instead of the automatically estimated
one. The manually annotated tempo is derived from the beat an-
notations of our GTZAN-rhythm.

Results The detailed results are presented in Table 2. Using
annotated tempo always improves the results for the swing class.
The Recalls of blues, classical, country jazz, reggae and rock are
32 to 40% higher. The Recall for the class metal/swing is 15%
higher, and the other Recalls were already perfect in the previous
experiment (disco, pop).

Concerning the noSwing classes, the mean-Recall are now all
comprised between 94.1 and 100%, which is better than in Exp1.

The summary of the results over the genres is indicated in Ta-
ble 4. Using the annotated tempo improved a lot the results: the
global mean-Recall increases from 73.9% to 90.6%.

These experiments show that we can estimate the swing know-
ing the 8th-note tactus. However deciding which level is the 8th-
note remains a far more complicated problem.

Table 4: Confusion matrix for the estimation of the classes
noSwing and swing for Exp-annotatedTempo.

Annotated / Detected noSwing Swing Recall
noSwing 11514 182 98.44%
Swing 399 1905 82.68%
Precision 96.65% 91.27%

4.2. Swing ratio as a function of tempo and artist

In this part, we use the annotation of the GTZAN-rhythm into
swing ratio (part 2.3.4) for two experiments. First we test the com-
monly accepted belief that the swing factor decrease linearly with
the tempo. Then, we test if the swing factor can be used to recog-
nize the musicians.

4.2.1. Swing ratio as a function of tempo

In Figure 3, we illustrate the annotated swing ratio as a function of
the tempo for the subset of our test-set corresponding to blues and
jazz music (where swing is often present).

We test the commonly accepted belief that swing is a linearly
decreasing function of tempo. This was proposed by the experi-
ment of Friberg [1]. We superimposed to Figure 3, the linear re-
gression (dotted line) used in Figure 1 of Friberg [1]. We can see
that in our experiment the swing ratio does not scale linearly with
the tempo. Our observed swing ratios are all far from the linear
assumption proposed by Friberg (dotted line) at tempi < 130, and
they does not show the same trend. Our results are therefore in
agreement with the results of Honing et al. [2] saying that there
may be no correlation at all between tempo and swing ratio. We
also see that there may be a preference for the triple feel swing
ratio (2:1) in our test-set, as about a third of our examples have a
swing ratio around 2 (comprised between 1.9 and 2.1).

4.2.2. Swing ratio as a function of an artist

In Figure 3, we also indicates the artist9 10 corersponding to each
swing ratio.

We test if there is a relationship between the artist and the
swing ratio. We see that some artists may tend to play with low
swing ratio (Robert Johnson) or high swing ratio (Magic Slim).
Tracks from Stevie Ray Vaughan share the same swing factor but
also the same tempo. (it is therefore difficult to say if the swing
is characteristic of the artist or of the tempo). Except these exam-
ples predicting the musicians from its swing ratio and tempo seems
difficult.

4.3. Applications

Our swing ratio estimation could be useful to jazz students who
want to learn swing and to musicologists who would benefit from
a swing estimation tool to study jazz music/ musicians.

How much to swing is often learned by students by listening
to a lot of jazz recordings. It is not something that can be learned
from books, and it requires a lot of practice to master. One ap-
plication of this swing estimation could be a system helping jazz
students to learn how much to swing :

• A jazz teacher plays a jazz piece and its swing ratio is esti-
mated.

• The student plays the same piece and the computer says if
the student swings enough or too much (compared to the
teacher’s reference), allowing the student to learn the right
swing ratio.

It should be noted that we do not indicate what is the ideal swing
ratio for a music piece.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this article, we presented an algorithm to automatically detect
the swing presence in an audio music track and estimate its swing
ratio. For the purpose of the evaluation of this algorithm, we
proposed and shared the “GTZAN-rhythm” test-set, which is an
extension of a well-known test-set by adding annotations of the
whole rhythmical structure (downbeat, beat and eight-note posi-
tions). We showed that the algorithm allows a mean-Recall of 74%
for the recognition of swing/ noSwing. By analysing the errors,
we discovered that most of the errors are due to wrong tempo es-
timation which is used as input parameter of our algorithm. Using
annotated tempo as input of our algorithm, allowed to reach 91%
mean-Recall. We finally used our annotations to study the rela-
tionship between the swing ratio and the tempo and the musicians.
Future works will concentrate on the development of a swing ratio
estimation algorithm which does not necessitate this tempo esti-
mation. Finally, given that swing ratio is a rhythmic descriptor, it
could be used as input, among other audio descriptors, to machine
learning algorithms to perform other Music Information Retrieval
tasks.

9We are grateful to Bob Sturm for sharing the artist information of the
GTZAN tracks.

10Given that the various tracks of an artist are coming from the same
album we suppose that the musicians are the same for a given artist.
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Figure 3: Swing ratio as a function of tempo. Each type of point marker correspond to a different artist. The dotted line correspond to the
swing as a function of tempo from the experiment of Friberg [1].

Downloading the GTZAN-rhythm test-set.

We deeply thank Quentin Fresnel for helping us with the anno-
tations of the "GTZAN-rhythm" test-set. The "GTZAN-rhythm"
test set can be downloaded at http://anasynth.ircam.
fr/home/media/GTZAN-rhythm/.
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